Strengthening practices in the Vietnamese cashew nut industry

A due diligence study on labour practices and sustainability
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Executive summary

This study was commissioned by the Ethical Trading Initiative Norway and its members to investigate the sustainability of the cashew supply chain in Vietnam. The study used a combination of research methods including a comprehensive literature review, in-depth interviews with stakeholders from European retailers, national agencies, provincial and sectoral authorities and organisations as well as empirical research at 10 farms and 5 cashew processors. The key findings of the research are:

- **Gaps between the Vietnamese legislation and the ETI Base Code are found in the areas of freedom of association and sexual harassment in the workplace:** the risks of violations of most standards lie in the weak enforcement of the law, combined with the large informal sector of Vietnam which is not covered by the labour legislation.

- **Domestic production shrinking and increasing dependence on imported materials:** the cashew farming area in Vietnam continues to shrink as it is replaced with other more lucrative industrial crops such as rubber, coffee and pepper. Productivity fluctuates depending on the weather and the farmer households’ cultivation capacity. As a result, Vietnam has quickly increased its imports of raw cashew nuts (RCN) from Africa and Cambodia to over 70% of export value in 2017.

- **Farmer households operate mainly individually, lack knowledge and skills and are vulnerable to manipulation by middlemen:** most farmers do not have access to trainings on good agricultural practices as well as low-cost credits for investment into intensive cultivation. This has resulted in fluctuating productivity. Cashew prices fluctuate by 60% between the beginning and end of the harvest season, leaving many farmers indebted to creditors and middlemen.

- **Cooperatives offer a good mechanism to link farmers and processors:** cashew cooperatives provide trainings for farmers on good agricultural practices and international sustainability standards. The cooperatives contract directly with processors to sell cashew at stable prices. However, small farmers face various challenges to join cooperatives such as long-term commitment to improvement of farming practices and access to low-cost credits.

  - **Cashew processors in Vietnam include a small number of big players, a lot of small and medium-sized exporters and a large number of household businesses:** while the top exporters have developed a full production system from RCN to final products, the smaller exporters sub-contract to household businesses, creating a complex supply chain. The smaller processors are in the most vulnerable position as they export via intermediaries and are exposed to market fluctuations.

  - **Considerable disparity in terms of labour practices between exporters and sub-contractors:** management and workers at export companies have higher awareness of and compliance with the labour regulations due to monitoring by labour inspectors and social auditors. The lack of monitoring is the main reason for the low awareness and poor compliance among sub-contractors. In particular:
    - While all workers at export companies have employment contracts, very few workers at sub-contractors have contracts with their employers. Consequently, the workers at sub-contractors are not covered by the compulsory social and health insurance schemes.
    - Workers at sub-contractors work for long hours on piece-rate arrangement to increase their income.
    - Piece-rate workers at both export companies and sub-contractors have a higher tendency to work overtime. Their income may drop below the minimum wage level during the low seasons.
    - Labour shortage has resulted in competition in wages between processors and sub-contractors. The sub-contractors evade social insurance and extend working hours so as to pay workers higher wages than the formal processors.
    - Sub-contractors were not unionised while all processors were unionised, with all regular workers as members.

  - **Enterprise unions were led by managers in two exporters, resulting in workers’ loss of confidence in the unions as a channel for communication and grievance handling.**
  - **Cases of children working alongside their parents were found at both farms and sub-contractors. The local farmers and sub-contractors do not consider this a problem.**
  - **Higher awareness among exporters and an increasing level of mechanisation have diminished the use of detainees in drug addiction centres for cashew processing.**

- **Good practices are found in both farming and processing but improvement requires the concerted efforts of the Government, processors and their associations as well as buyers:** the study found a number of good practices such as direct linkage between farmers and processors leading to improved traceability of RCN by the exporters, elimination of risks of labour abuses in sub-contractors, and models of social dialogue. However, these good practices remain piecemeal and difficult to replicate. To replicate the good practices, a coordinated effort is required, involving international buyers, processors, social partners and the Government to change the approach to improve the sustainability of the Vietnamese cashew supply chain.
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I-1 Rationale and Objectives

The cashew industry of Vietnam has grown at a remarkable speed over the past two decades. Between 2000 and 2007, the country nearly doubled its cashew farming area and grew to become a major cashew exporting country by successfully mechanizing its processing factories with shelling and peeling machines. Since 2006, Vietnam has become the biggest exporter of cashew kernels in the world with a total cashew export value of USD 3.5bn in 2017. Vietnam is also the biggest exporter of cashew to Europe, accounting for nearly 60% of cashew kernels imported. The cashew industry of Vietnam employs over one million people working in 200,000 farmer households and over 500 processing companies all over the country.\(^1\)

However, the cashew supply chain is highly complex. With its fast-growing processing capacity and the fluctuations of cashew production at home, Vietnam has become increasingly dependent on imported crude cashew from Africa and Cambodia. Nearly 90% of the cashew processors in Vietnam participate in the global supply chain in the model of 'Processor-Trader-Wholesaler-Retailer-Consumer', which includes a number of intermediary layers between the processors and the retailers in the consumption markets. Such complexities in the supply chain from farms to processors and retailers lead to high risks of labour abuses.

In an effort to improve the sustainability of the cashew supply chains of European brands, the Ethical Trading Initiative Norway (IEH) has commissioned this baseline research to the Research Center for Employment Relations (ERC) in Vietnam as the first step of a due diligence project. The overall objective of this baseline research is to make a comprehensive assessment of the human rights, labour rights and environmental issues of the cashew nut industry (both farming and processing) of Vietnam, using the ETI's Due Diligence Framework, and in line with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. This baseline study will also point out the root causes of the issues, if any, in the cashew supply chain in Vietnam and the available mechanisms and good practices that can contribute to the development of possible mitigation measures.

With full awareness of and respect for the socio-economic and political context of Vietnam, this baseline research attempts to provide constructive input for the local processors, stakeholders and the IEH Project Team members to develop a feasible and effective framework for collaboration within the upcoming project.
I-2 Methodology

The research team worked closely with the support of and under the supervision of IEH. The research employed the following methods:

1. Literature Review: the research team conducted a thorough review of existing literature, including the national legislation, reports, studies and articles in the public domain with regards to the cashew industry, reports on labour practices, wage statistics and union activities.

2. Semi-structured Interviews: overall the research team conducted 88 semi-structured interviews at 4 different levels including European retailers sourcing from Vietnam (3), national stakeholders (7), local and sectoral stakeholders (4), processors and farms (farm owners in 10 farms together with local inhabitants in Binh Phuoc, managers, workers and union leaders in 5 processors) (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of research</th>
<th>Interviewees/organisations</th>
<th>Issues covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European retailers (3)</td>
<td>CSR managers of 3 European retailers (3)</td>
<td>Sustainability policy and practice in the cashew supply chain; priority issues in CSR approach; relationship between CSR and procurement; expectations for the IEH Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National stakeholders (7)</td>
<td>- Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs (2)</td>
<td>Changes in the national context for labour and human rights; debates on the Labour Code revision; labour issues in the global supply chains; perspectives of the national stakeholders on possible solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provinicial and sectoral stakeholders (4)</td>
<td>- The Vietnam Cashew Association (1) - Dong Nai Legal Aid Center (1) - Binh Phuoc Agricultural Promotion Department (1) - Binh Phuoc Farmers’ Association (1)</td>
<td>Developments of the cashew processing and farming sector; challenges facing processors and farmers; available mechanisms for mitigation for workers and farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farms (15)</td>
<td>10 farms in Binh Phuoc:</td>
<td>Developments of the cashew processing and farming sector; challenges facing processors and farmers; available mechanisms for mitigation for workers and farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processors (59)</td>
<td>5 processing companies in HCMC, Binh Duong, Binh Phuoc, and Long An</td>
<td>Developments of the cashew processing and farming sector; challenges facing processors and farmers; available mechanisms for mitigation for workers and farmers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey of cashew farms focused on Binh Phuoc as this is the largest cashew farming region of Vietnam. The research team interviewed farmers in the four districts of Dong Xoai, Bu Dong, Bu Gia Map, and Phu Rieng. The farms surveyed included a mixture of small and medium-sized farms (from 0.5 to 4 hectares), farms cultivated by the owners and contractors, and farms owned by the Kinh majority and the Stieng minority group. However, as the time of research was after the harvest season, we were not able to interview the workers hired to work on farms.

The processors were invited to participate in this study on a voluntary basis. Although the number of processors studied is not large, it includes different types of companies including large, medium and small-sized as well as exporting firms and small processing suppliers. The processors interviewed include both formal enterprises and household businesses.

It should be emphasized that the findings of this qualitative study are not meant to be representative of all farms and processors in the cashew industry in Vietnam. Also, due to its limited scope and the lack of information from any other large-scale surveys on environmental and labour issues in the cashew industry in Vietnam, the study does not have sufficient statistics to make assessment of the scale of the risks identified here. Instead, the study should be treated as an insight into the Vietnam cashew supply chain to Norway to identify the possible risks, good practices and provide inputs for the formation of the IEH Due Diligence Project.

I-3 Structure of the Report

After the Introduction, Chapter 2 of the Report examines the gaps between the national labour legislation of Vietnam and the international standards included in the ETI Base Code. Apart from the legislation, Chapter 2 also discusses each of the labour standards in the local context and common violations, if any.

Chapter 3 provides a mapping of the cashew supply chain in Vietnam, covering both the farming and processing sections. Chapter 3 also identifies the key stakeholders in terms of labour rights in the cashew industry in Vietnam.

Chapter 4 presents the findings from the empirical research in cashew farms and with processors. The analysis in this chapter focuses mainly on risks for farmers and workers as well as the root causes. At the end of the chapter, a ranking of the risks in terms of severity, scale and responsibility is provided.

Chapter 5 discusses the good practices and available mechanisms that can be used to develop solutions to the risks mentioned in the previous chapters. Good practices will include both those at the national, sectoral and grass root levels.

Chapter 6 concludes the study and presents concrete recommendations to the IEH Due Diligence Project.

Depending on background, needs and intent, readers may read the report in its entirety or target the chapter(s) which are most relevant to them.
Analysis of gaps between Vietnamese law and practices and ETI base code

By the end of 2017, Vietnam had ratified 5 out of 8 ILO core conventions; the three core conventions that remain unratified include Convention 87 (Freedom of Association); Convention 98 (Right to Collective Bargaining); and Convention 105 (Elimination of Forced Labour). As explained in the following sections, these are also the three key areas where there remain gaps between the national legislation and the international labour standards included in the ETI base code.

As a commitment to the Europe-Vietnam Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA), which was signed in 2015 and is scheduled to be ratified by the Vietnamese and European parliaments by 2019, the Vietnamese Government is planning to ratify the remaining core labour conventions by 2023. In preparation for such ratification, the upcoming revision of the Labour Code which is scheduled to be submitted to the National Assembly in 2019 is supposed to include important changes in the areas of freedom of association, right to collective bargaining and elimination of the worst forms of forced labour. However, as those changes remain unclear, this gap analysis is only based upon the effective labour legislation at the time of research.
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II-1 Freely Chosen Employment


**Article 5.1a:** The employees are entitled to work, independently choose work and vocations, participate in vocational training and improve occupational skills without discrimination.

**Article 8.3:** Coercive labour is prohibited.

**Article 20.1:** The employer is prohibited from keeping original identity papers, certificates and qualifications of the employee.

**Article 20.2:** The employer is prohibited from requesting the employee to mortgage cash or property.

**Article 37.1c:** The employer has the right to terminate the labour contract if he/she suffers from maltreatment, sexual harassment or coercive labour.

**Article 96:** The employee is entitled to be paid directly, fully and in a timely manner.

**Article 106.2:** The employer has the right to request an employee to work overtime when all of the following conditions are met:

- a. Obtaining the employee’s consent
- b. Ensuring the number of overtime hours does not exceed 50% of the normal working hours in 1 day

In summary, with regards to ‘forced and compulsory labour’, the risk for Vietnam lies in the lack of enforcement rather than in the law.

II-2 Freedom of Association


**Article 5.1c:** The employees are entitled to establish, join and participate in activities of the Union, professional organizations and other organizations as prescribed by law; request and participate in discussions with the employer, exercise the democratic rights and get advice in the workplace in order to protect their rights and interests; participate in management in line with the rights of the employer.

**Article 190:** Prohibited acts for the employer related to the establishment, joining and operation of trade unions.

**Article 191:** Rights of grassroots trade union officials in the employment relationship.

**Article 192:** Responsibilities of employers to trade unions.

The 2012 Labour Code of Vietnam has a number of articles to prohibit acts of forced and compulsory labour in enterprise settings, including mortgage for labour contract, retention of compensation and/or identity papers, and forced overtime (see Box 1). The Labour Code also grants workers the right to unilaterally terminate the labour contract if he/she is a victim of sexual harassment or forced labour.

The Vietnamese Government does not publish statistics on forced labour (CNVInternational2016). A decade ago, Vietnam was accused by international human rights organisations of using prisoners and detainees in drug detention centres for compulsory labour, including organisations of using prisoners and detainees in drug detention centres for compulsory labour. Only the workplace unions are entitled to represent workers in collective bargaining with employers and to sign the collective bargaining agreement (CBA). The 2012 Labour Code (Art. 3 and 69) revision extends the right to collective bargaining to unorganised workplaces by granting the immediate upper-level unions the right to represent non-unionised workers.

A collective labour agreement shall not include or govern the working conditions of the following categories of workers:

1. Foreign workers (these workers are governed by separate labour/service contracts with the employer)
2. Workers not included in the wage bill of the company but who perform periodic work without signing labour contracts with the employer
3. Part-time workers who are not included in the wage bill of the company
4. Service providers who work on service contracts not labour contracts
5. Workers who have an employment relationship with the company but sign labour contracts with a third-party agency (for instance: security guards, cleaners, drivers, cooks)

The Labour Code and Trade Union Law prohibit employers from intervening with the union elections and union activities. However, this is the area of most pervasive violations in Vietnam:

- Employers’ interference with union activities is common.
- Better Work Vietnam3 found that a significant number of its member companies manipulated union activities. It is common for high-ranking managers such as HR managers or deputy directors, to serve as union leaders, even union chair people. It was estimated that 60 % of enterprise union leaders were managers in 2012 (Trinh 2014).
- According to the informants from the Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs (MOlISA) and VGCL, the management sometimes kept union funds and required the enterprise union officials to secure the executives’ signatures in order to withdraw from the union fund (Do 2017).
- The collective bargaining agreement (CBA) coverage in Vietnam is high, 67 % of unionised establishments having CRAs. However, the general quality of the CRAs registered has been low. According to a survey by the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) and VGCL in 2015, 56 % of the CRAs are copied from the law and only 15 % showed any sign of workers’ participation in the collective bargaining.

Collective bargaining is widely regarded as a formality rather than the outcome of real negotiations between workers and employers. Freedom of association and collective bargaining has been a difficult area for Vietnam. The fact that the VGCL is the only legally accepted representative organisation of workers has affected the workers’ right to form and join unions of their choice. As a commitment to the Comprehensive and Progress Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and the EU-Vietnam Fair Trade Agreement (EVFTA), the Vietnamese Government has pledged to ratify Convention 87 and 98 by 2023 and allow for worker representative organisations outside of the VGCL. However, before such changes are made, the risk of breaches of labour rights in the area of freedom of association and collective bargaining remains high in Vietnam, with gaps both in legislation and enforcement.

1. Trinh (2014)
2. Better Work Vietnam
3. FES (2015)
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**Article 164:** The employers are only entitled to employ persons from 13 to 15 years of age to perform light work under the list prescribed by the Ministry of Labour - Invalids and Social Affairs.

**Article 165:** Principles for employing under-aged employees
1. Do not employ underage employee to perform heavy, hazardous and dangerous jobs or jobs negatively affecting their personality under the list issued by the Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs in coordination with the Ministry of Health.
2. The working hours of young employees from 15 to 18 years of age must not exceed 8 hours in 1 day and 40 hours in 1 week. The working hours of persons under 15 years must not exceed 4 hours in 1 day and 20 hours in 1 week without working overtime and at night.
3. Persons of 15 to 18 years of age are permitted to work overtime and at night in some occupations and jobs in accordance with the Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs.
4. Do not employ underage employees to produce and trade in alcohol, wine, beer, tobacco, substances affecting the mind and other drugs.
5. The employer must provide opportunities for underage employees and persons under 15 years to take part in labour and cultural learning.

Children between 15 and 18 years are allowed to work but under special conditions (see Box 3) and only in occupations that are not harmful for them. According to the ILO-MOLISA survey of child labour in 2017, there were over 1.7 million child labourers in agriculture, half of which were under the age of 15 (ILO-MOLISA, 2017). Most children employed in agricultural work were supporting their families and for the most part not paid. In the formal enterprise sector, however, cases of child labour have been rare.

Therefore, for this international standard, the risk for Vietnam is low in terms of legislation but potentially high in enforcement in the agricultural sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Vietnam</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Bangladesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Gender Gap Index, 2014</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Equality for Similar Work Rank, 2014</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Inequality Index</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Global Gender Gap Report 2014 and World Economic Forum, Global Gender Gap Report 2013-2014 (The higher the index, the worse the situation)

The 2012 Labour Code has one chapter (Chapter 10) on female employees. Female employees have equal labour rights and it is the responsibility of an employer to create favourable working conditions for female employees (Art. 1538154). However, employment of women in 79 occupations is prohibited, 45 of which are applicable to all female employees while the remaining 34 are applicable to pregnant and breastfeeding workers.

With regards to the international standard on discrimination, the risk for Vietnam is low in terms of legislation but potentially high in the enforcement among certain disadvantaged groups.

**II-5 Safe and Healthy Working Conditions**

Vietnam Legislation on Occupational Safety and Health

**Law on Fire Fighting:** Written Fire Safety Plan should be approved by the local fire police. Practice of the Fire Plan should be conducted at least once a year. Circular 11/2011/TT-BCT: The grass root firefighting team should be trained and certified by the fire police and receive refresher training every year.

**Labour Code, Article 138:** The working environment should be checked at least once a year.

**Labour Code, Article 138.1d:** There must be instruction tables on labour safety and hygiene for the machinery, equipment and workplaces and they should be legible and be placed so that they are visible.

**Labour Code, Article 139:** The employer should assign a full time safety officer, who is properly trained on occupational health and safety.

Labour Code, Article 142: All cases of labour accidents should be investigated and reported. The employer is responsible for paying salary and treatment fees in the case of labour accidents. Compensation or allowance should be paid if the employee’s labour ability is reduced due to accident.

Labour Code, Article 147: Equipment with strict safety requirements should be inspected by an authorized agency.

Labour Code, Article 150: Workers should be trained on occupational health and safety prior to starting their job and on an annual basis.

Labour Code, Article 152: The employer should provide annual or bi-annual health checks for the employees.

Labour Code, Article 37.2c: Employees subjected to abuse, sexual harassment, or forced labour have the right to unilaterally terminate the labour contract.
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The Labour Code has comprehensive provisions on occupational safety and health in the workplace (see Box 5). According to MOLISA, the number of occupational accidents has been on the rise. In 2017, there were 7 749 workplace accidents which affected 7 907 people. Construction is the industry with the highest incidence of workplace accidents (20.8 % of cases) while agriculture and forestry accounted for 3.8 % of accidents.\footnote{The risks in terms of occupational safety and health lie more in enforcement and implementation than in the law.}

Sanctions for harsh and inhumane treatment that results in serious consequences are provided in the 2015 Civil Code (Art. 155). The Labour Code does not specifically cover acts of harsh and inhumane treatment in the workplace, except for Article 37 which allows employees who are victims of abuse, sexual harassment or forced labour to unilaterally terminate their labour contracts. The Labour Code does not have definitions of abuse, sexual harassment and other harsh and inhumane acts. The gap in terms of both legal provisions and enforcement on harsh and inhumane treatment, especially sexual harassment, in the workplace remains high for Vietnam.

II-6 Living Wage

Vietnam Labour Code’s Provisions on Wages

**Article 90.1:** The salary rate of the employee must not be lower than the minimal salary rate as prescribed by the Government.

**Article 91.1:** The minimal salary rate is the lowest rate that is paid to the employees who perform the simplest work in normal working conditions and must ensure the minimal living needs of the employees and their families.

**Article 93.1:** On the basis of the principles of developing the salary scale, payroll and labour norms prescribed by the Government, the employer is responsible for developing the salary scale, payroll and labour norm as a basis for labour recruitment and employment, salary agreement in the labour contract and salary payment to the employee.

**Article 101.1:** The employer is only entitled to deduct from the salary of the employee compensation for damages of tools and equipment of the employer as prescribed in Article 130 of this Code.

**Article 128.2:** The employers are prohibited from applying cuts to employees’ salary as a form of labour discipline.

Vietnam is one of the few countries in Asia that links minimum wage to living wage. Minimum wage is defined in Article 91 of the 2012 Labour Code as ‘the lowest payment for an employee who performs the simplest work in normal working conditions and must ensure the minimum living needs of the employee and his/her family’.

Since 2012, Vietnam has applied 4 regional minimum wages. Payment below the minimum wage is not pervasive in the formal sector in Vietnam. The share of workers in general paid below the minimum wage is around 10 % (see Table 3).

Before 2013, the minimum wage was set by the Government in consultation with trade unions and employers’ organisations. However, since 2013, the new minimum wage is set by the National Wage Council (NWC) at the end of the year. The National Wage Council is a tripartite body with equal representation of MOLISA, VGCL and Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI). Each party consults its own members and develops its own proposal for the new minimum wage. Then, at the annual meeting of the NWC, each party defends their proposal while negotiating for the new minimum wage which takes effect at the beginning of the next year. The debate on minimum wages at the NWC has become increasingly heated over the years, especially when the issue of whether or not the minimum wage should equal the minimum living needs was taken into account.

On the one hand, the VGCL and the civil society argue that the current minimum still lags far behind the minimum living expenses. As seen in Figure 1, the minimum wage of region 1, which is also the most industrialised area, is higher than the national urban poverty line but it is significantly lower than all living wage benchmarks including the Asia Floor Wage, Fair Wage Network and the estimate of the VGCL of minimum living needs of workers.

### Table 3: The share of workers paid below the minimum wage 2011-13, by gender (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Do and Torm (2015)

### Figure 1: Monthly minimum wage of Region 1 vs. Living Wage benchmarks, 2015 (Unit: VND)

Source: FWF (2015)
II-7 No Excessive Working Hours

The Labour Code of Vietnam provides for not only weekly but also monthly and annual limits to overtime. The ETI base code only sets a weekly overtime limit of 12 hours (or 48 hours per month). In other words, the current provisions of the Vietnam legislation on overtime hours are stricter than the ETI base code. However, exceeding the overtime limits is one of the most pervasive violations of labour standards by companies in Vietnam. According to the 2013 national survey on Labour and Employment of the General Statistics Office, 36.1% of workers were working more than 48 hours per week. The latest Better Work Vietnam assessments showed that there is a 93% non-compliance rate with regard to overtime regulations, in particular exceeding the national legal limit of 200 overtime hours per year. Excessive overtime has also been found in electronics, wood processing and food processing (ILO 2016; Do 2017).

For this standard, the Vietnamese law is stricter than the ETI base code. The risk lies in the enforcement of the law.

II-8 Legally-Binding Employment Relationship

Vietnam has a large informal economy: 64% of the total employment is in family farming and (informal) household businesses; only 22% of the total labour force is employed with labour contracts. While the employees with labour contracts are eligible to join the compulsory social and health insurance schemes, those working in agriculture and household businesses can join the voluntary health insurance and pension schemes.

Vietnam has a large informal economy: 64% of the total employment is in family farming and (informal) household businesses; only 22% of the total labour force is employed with labour contracts. While the employees with labour contracts are eligible to join the compulsory social and health insurance schemes, those working in agriculture and household businesses can join the voluntary health insurance and pension schemes.

The Vietnamese law on employment contracts and social insurance in the formal enterprise sector matches with the ETI base code (see Box 7); however, the fact that Vietnam has a large informal sector, especially household businesses, poses a high potential risk for informal workers who are not covered by the national labour law.

The Labour Code of Vietnam provides for not only weekly but also monthly and annual limits to overtime. The ETI base code only sets a weekly overtime limit of 12 hours (or 48 hours per month). In other words, the current provisions of the Vietnam legislation on overtime hours are stricter than the ETI base code. However, exceeding the overtime limits is one of the most pervasive violations of labour standards by companies in Vietnam. According to the 2013 national survey on Labour and Employment of the General Statistics Office, 36.1% of workers were working more than 48 hours per week. The latest Better Work Vietnam assessments showed that there is a 93% non-compliance rate with regard to overtime regulations, in particular exceeding the national legal limit of 200 overtime hours per year. Excessive overtime has also been found in electronics, wood processing and food processing (ILO 2016; Do 2017).

For this standard, the Vietnamese law is stricter than the ETI base code. The risk lies in the enforcement of the law.

Vietnam legislation on employment contracts

Labour Code, Article 22: an employment contract shall be one of the following types:
(i) Indefinite-term contract
(ii) Short-term contract of more than 12 months
(iii) Seasonal/temporary contract of less than 12 months
The employer is not allowed to sign a temporary contract with a worker who performs long-term work (which lasts for more than 12 months). After signing two short-term contracts with the worker, the employer has the obligation to sign an indefinite-term contract if she/he wants to continue to employ the worker.
Decision 595/QD-BHXH issued on 1 May 2017:
Upon signing a labour contract of at least 3 months, an employee is eligible to join the compulsory social and health insurance schemes to which the employer has the obligation to contribute 21.5% and the employee contributes 10.5% of the base salary.
Mapping of the Vietnamese cashew supply chain
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III-1 Cashew Farming

Cashew was introduced in Vietnam in the 19th century. Originally grown in home gardens as a shade tree, the crop was recognized by the Government as an industrial crop in 1989. Since 1990, Vietnam has emerged as a main producer of cashew nut in Asia. In 1988, the country started to process cashew nut for exports. Thanks to the emergence of the cashew markets, the farming area of cashew in Vietnam grew quickly from nearly 200,000 hectares in 2000 to a peak of 440,000 hectares in 2007 (see Table 4). However, the cashew farming area started to shrink in 2008 due to the drop of cashew prices and the emergence of other industrial crops such as rubber, cinnamon, coffee, and pepper. In 2016, the cashew farming area was 300,000 hectares concentrated mainly in the Southeastern region of Vietnam. The two biggest cashew-farming regions are Binh Phuoc (44%) and Dong Nai (15%) (see Figure 2).

Table 4: Growth of cashew farming area and productivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hectares (thousand ha)</th>
<th>Productivity (kg/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Vietnam National Statistical Book
In addition to the reduction of farming area, the fluctuation of cashew productivity is another concern of the cashew industry. The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) estimated that around 30% of the cashew trees in Vietnam are too old (over 20 years old) to achieve the best productivity; not to mention other factors such as climate change and the cashew farmers’ lack of effective farming techniques that influence the cashew farms’ production. As a result, the overall productivity of cashew farming dropped to 800 kg/ha in 2013 before increasing to 1,4 ton/ha in 2015.

Binh Phuoc Cashew Farming Region
Binh Phuoc, the centre of the Vietnam cashew industry, has 179,000 hectares of cashew, among which 21.8% are state owned and administered by the forest rangers, whereas the rest are small-sized farms owned by 77,600 farming households in the three districts of Bu Dang, Bu Gia Map and Phu Rieng. The cashew farmers include both the Kinh majority and Stieng, an ethnic minority in Binh Phuoc. As the average size of a cashew farm is only 2.5 ha, it is difficult to use intensive farming techniques. Many small-sized farmers do not consider cashew as an industrial crop, they use it to shade trees; therefore, only 45% of the cashew farmers in Binh Phuoc have invested into grafted seedling, fertilizers, pesticides and machines, resulting in low productivity. 15% of the farming trees in Binh Phuoc are old and need replacing.

In 2017, Binh Phuoc produced 150,000 tonnes of crude cashew (raw cashew nuts), an estimated drop of nearly 50% of the province’s usual production due to bad weather. Overall, the province accounts for nearly 60% of the national crude cashew harvest.

Binh Phuoc has 286 cashew processing enterprises and 328 household processors. However, only a few processors are able to export cashew kernels while the rest remain at simple processing. In 2015, Binh Phuoc accounted for only 14% of the total cashew export of Vietnam.

In short, although Binh Phuoc is the biggest cashew farming region of Vietnam, the province is facing a lot of challenges in maintaining its productivity, including: ageing cashew trees, poor farming techniques, difficulty in applying techniques for intensive farming due to small farming area, and shrinking cashew farming area.

To solve the problem of lower domestic production, the Vietnam Cashew Association (VINACAS) is implementing 4 initiatives for the period of 2016-2020:
1. Cooperation between companies and cashew farmers in a “re-cultivating and intensively cultivating” programme, aiming to reach 600,000 tonnes in 2020, double the number of 2018.
2. The launch of a “Cleaner and Greener Cashew” programme, with the objective of supplying safe and high-quality products. VINACAS commits to 100% of its members’ products meeting food safety requirements.
3. Raising the value of cashew products and focusing on processing and product diversification. VINACAS will carry out activities to stimulate local consumption, which is planned to reach 30,000 tonnes of cashew nuts by 2020.
4. Building a Vietnam National Food Brand for cashew products, increasing and expanding trade and export promotion activities.

In parallel with these domestic programs, VINACAS is also collaborating with Cambodia and Laos to extend cashew farming area and increase productivity. In 2017, VINACAS signed with Cambodia an agreement to enlarge Cambodian cashew farming area to 500,000 hectares so as to produce 1 million tonnes of crude cashew in the near future.

In 2016, Vietnam surpassed India and became the biggest exporter of cashew nuts. The cashew export value has been increasing at the double-digit rate since then. In 2017, Vietnam exported USD 3.53 billions of cashew kernels (see Figure 3). However, due to the reduction of local cashew production, Vietnam has been increasingly dependent on the imports of crude cashew, mostly from Africa and Cambodia. As shown in Figure 3, the import value accounted for 47% of export value in 2015 but the proportion rose quickly to 71% in 2017.

III-2 Import and Export

Imports from Africa
Africa is the biggest cashew farming region of the world, accounting for more than half of global production, but only 10% is processed locally. Vietnam has been importing crude cashew from African countries such as the Ivory Coast, Tanzania, Guinea, Ghana and Nigeria. In 2017, the value of imported cashew from these 5 African countries accounted for 77% of total import value in the Vietnam cashew industry (VINACAS 2018).

Our interviews with VINACAS and the cashew processors, however, revealed that Africa is not a reliable source of crude cashew for Vietnam, both in terms of cashew quality and traceability. First, there have been a number of cases in which the imported cashew from Africa fell short of the expected quality which resulted in big loss for the Vietnamese importers. Second, some African countries such as the Ivory Coast, Ghana, and Benin have limited the export volume of crude cashew while trying to promote their own processing capacity. According to VINACAS and the interviewed processors, the Ivory Coast has been trying to purchase cashew processing machinery and technology from Vietnam, which may potentially become a competitive threat to Vietnamese exporters. VINACAS has been strongly opposed to selling cashew shelling and peeling machines produced in Vietnam to African companies in fear of losing its comparative advantage.

Imports from Cambodia
Cambodia with 140,000 hectares of cashew farms which produce 100,000 tonnes of RCN (raw cashew nuts) per year is the second biggest area for importing RBN to Vietnam. In 2017, VINACAS concluded an agreement with the Cambodian Government to extend the cashew farming area to 500,000 hectares and raise the capacity to 1 million tonnes of crude cashew by 2023. VINACAS will provide both investment and technology to support the Cambodian cashew sector.
With the fluctuations of the African import markets and the difficulty with increasing the production capacity of Vietnam cashew farms, VINACAS is planning to extend their supply of crude cashew to Cambodia which offers both geographical proximity and sustainable cooperation.

**Exports**

Since 2008, Vietnam has been able to produce its own shelling and peeling machines which are 40-50 % cheaper than those produced by other countries. Thanks to this achievement, the processing sector has grown quickly with the number of processing firms almost tripled from 160 in 2014 to 450 in 2017, with a total processing capacity of 1.4 million tonnes of crude cashew per year. However, just a small number of processors have been able to develop their own brands or produce the final cashew products (roasting and coating). The majority of processing firms only produce cashew kernels. According to VINACAS statistics, only 256 companies, approximately 25 %, have been able to export cashew kernels.29

In 2016 and 2017, Vietnam exported cashew nuts to 23 countries. The United States is the biggest export market, accounting for 32 % of the total export value in 2016, followed by Europe (29 %) and China (15 %).30 Among the European countries, the Netherlands is the biggest importer, accounting for 13% of the total export value of cashew from Vietnam (VINACAS 2017). The continuous growth of cashew export up until 2017 has resulted in the booming of the cashew processing industry. At the same time as new companies have entered the market, the existing ones have invested into expanding their production capacity, which has resulted in harsh competition among the Vietnamese processors and therefore lower export prices in the first half of 2018. For instance, the export price dropped from USD 10.5/kg to USD 9/kg (14.2 %) between January and June 2018. According to VINACAS, 80 % of cashew processors, mostly the small-sized ones, had to suspend production by June 2018 due to decreasing export prices and increasing import prices of African cashew.31

There have been various attempts by the processors/exporters to eliminate the middlemen. Bigger processors such as Olam and Long Son, among others, have sent their procurement teams to the farming regions to buy directly from the farmers. Another initiative is for the processors/exporters to work with cashew cooperatives. The cooperatives often cooperate with the exporting processing firms to ensure the full purchase of their cashew. The processors also support the cooperatives with machineries and planting techniques to improve the productivity and quality of the cashew. Some of the cooperatives in the Binh Phuoc province now grow organic cashew and sell directly to the exporting processors. Only in these cases can the processors trace the products to the farms.

### Table 5: Overview of the Cashew Processors and Farms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cashew processors</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>% of Vietnamese firms</th>
<th>% of foreign-owned firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of processing enterprises</td>
<td>450 (50 % SMEs)</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of processing households</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of exporting firms (2017)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of workers in processors</td>
<td>1 million</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: VINACAS 2017

The cashew processors in Vietnam can be categorized into 3 groups:

- Group 1 includes the top exporting companies such as Olam, Long Son, Hoang Son 1, Thao Nguyen, Minh Huy among others that are not only able to export but also develop their own brands and sell directly to retailers in the export markets. There are about 10 companies in this group.
- Group 2 includes the medium-sized processors that are able to export cashew kernels, normally through the intermediaries. There are around 250-300 companies in this group.
- Group 3 includes the remaining small-sized processors (both registered companies and household businesses) that sub-contract to the exporting companies. There are around 600-700 processors in this group.
The companies in these 3 groups are linked in various ways:

First, the processors in Group 3 purchase crude cashew from the middlemen (some import from overseas), process into cashew kernels and sell to companies in Group 2. The companies in Group 2 sort, clean and package the cashew kernels before exporting.

Second, the processors in Group 2 and 1 import crude cashew from Africa and/or Cambodia for processing and packaging before exporting. The companies in Group 1 and 2 may outsource some parts of the processing work to companies in Group 3.

Third, a small number of the processors in Group 1 purchase crude cashew locally or import from overseas and carry out the whole processing and packaging process before exporting. In this case, the companies in Group 1 are in control of the whole process.

The cashew processing industry in Vietnam has been facing some noteworthy trends:

- **Merger and acquisition:** According to VINACAS, there has been a trend of foreign-owned cashew firms that acquire or merge with the larger Vietnamese cashew processors, which means that the foreign investors have been growing their influence and share in the Vietnam cashew processing industry.

- **Reduction of labour and improved efficiency:** Cashew processing machines produced in Vietnam cost 30-80% less than imported machines with similar quality. This has enabled the processors to cut down on labour, reduce costs and increase efficiency. According to one processor in this survey, they have been able to cut down 70% of labour in the sorting section over the past 5 years.

- **Concerns about food safety and traceability:** According to Fairtrade, only 22 out of 400 processors are able to maintain ISO and HACCP standard. Traceability of crude cashew, especially that imported from Africa, has been challenging.

**Intermediaries**

Apart from the companies in Group 1 that are able to sell directly to retailers in the consumption markets, processors have to work through a number of intermediaries. For the cashew supply chain to Norway, for instance, there are up to four layers of intermediaries between the processors in Vietnam and the retailers in Norway. The barriers to the Vietnamese processors in selling directly to the retailers include:

- First, the processors lack market information and marketing skills to approach the retailers. Therefore, the Vietnamese processors have to rely on the agents as a bridge to the retailers. At the same time, the lack of market information prevents the Vietnamese processors from understanding the market trends so as to produce a final product that meets the market demands. Most of Vietnamese processors, therefore, export cashew kernels to producers in Europe who coat the kernels into final products.

- Second, the smaller processors lack the necessary capital to guarantee direct contracts with the retailers. A processor in this study admitted that they had to withdraw from a contract to sell directly to an American supermarket because the financial requirements and risks were too high for the company. Consequently, working through the agents relieves the financial burden for the smaller processors.

- Third, the local processors with a limited number of processing sites and capacity may not be able to respond to the retailers' need for flexibility in sourcing whereas the agents with a number of processing sites both in Vietnam and other countries may satisfy this need. Unless the small and medium-sized processors join forces to create larger financial and marketing capacity, it will be difficult to improve their position in the supply chain so as to reduce the number of intermediaries.

### III-4 Stakeholders in the Cashew Nut Industry of Vietnam

**VINACAS**

VINACAS was established in 1990 by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) as a social and occupational association. VINACAS has over 500 members including processors, traders, brokers, machine producers, research institutes, farmers’ associations and individuals. Over 90% of VINACAS member companies are domestic firms including both private and state-owned companies. VINACAS’ membership also includes major companies into which foreign companies have invested.

At the provincial level, VINACAS also has 5 associates including the cashew associations of Dong Nai, Binh Phuoc and Long An, and the Farmers’ Associations of Dong Nai and Binh Phuoc. VINACAS has formed four clubs including the club of top cashew exporters (G20-VCS), the club of cashew processing technology (CPTEC), the club of best cashew farmers, HCMC cashew club, and the institute of cashew research and development.

VINACAS provides support to its members in 4 different aspects:

- Representing its members’ voices in dialogues with the national government to push for policy incentives for the cashew industry.
- Supporting its members in trade promotion and market development. The association frequently organises cashew conferences and festivals to promote the industry. VINACAS has also signed an MOU with the Ivory Coast.
- Providing trainings for its members on the latest technology. A prominent example was Project KC7 in 2011 through which cashew shelling machines were developed and adopted by 90% of VINACAS member processors.
- Providing up-to-date information about cashew exports, markets, prices and relevant legislation. The Association updates its members on a regular basis about the cashew kernel prices through newsletters so as to support the member companies in negotiations with the buyers.

The members of VINACAS account for 50% of cashew processors in the country, mainly the larger-sized companies. The smaller processors which often sub-contract to the exporting firms are scattered in the Southern provinces and do not associate with one another. This will pose a difficulty for the IEH project because, as the research will show, the labour conditions in the smaller processors are much poorer than those in the larger companies.

**Trade Unions**

The national trade union organisation of Vietnam is the Vietnam General Confederation of Labour (VGCL). The VGCL has 63 provincial and 22 sectoral branches with a membership of over 9 million. The unionisation rate is 44% in the formal sector and 18% for the whole labour force. There is no sectoral union for the cashew industry; therefore, the unions of cashew processing companies are affiliated with the Federation of Labour (FOL) in their provinces.

Among the provinces where most cashew processors are located, Dong Nai, Binh Duong, Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) and Long An have stronger labour movements. The trade unions of these four provinces have engaged in several initiatives to strengthen the enterprise unions and provide better support for the workers, such as:

- ILO’s Union Pilots in Dong Nai, Binh Duong, HCMC and Long An: these pilots are supported by the ILO Vietnam and carried out by the provincial and industrial zone unions to strengthen the capacity of the enterprise unions in collective bargaining and conflict resolution. The pilots also promote social dialogue both at the enterprise and regional levels.
- Network of Unions’ Legal Aid Centers in industrialized provinces including Dong Nai, Binh Duong, HCMC and Long An: the VGCL is attempting to develop a strong network of legal aid centres to support workers in resolving individual and collective labour disputes and representing workers in court. The legal aid centre in Dong Nai, for instance, has counselled nearly 150,000 workers and represented over 11,000 workers in court.
Governmental Agencies

Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs (MOLISA): The Ministry is in charge of regulating and enforcing labour standards, labour inspections, labour market policies, labour migration policies, vocational training, and social security policies.
Website: www.molisa.gov.vn

Department of Legal Affairs: the department is in charge of drafting legal documents such as ministerial circulars, governmental decrees on labour issues and labour legislation. At the time of research, the Department is in charge of the revision of the 2012 Labour Code.

Department of Wage and Industrial Relations: the Department is in charge of developing and monitoring the implementation of policies on wages and industrial relations. The Department also acts as the secretariat for the National Minimum Wage Council.

Labour Inspectorate: the labour inspectorate is responsible for monitoring nearly 500,000 enterprises and 35 million workers with regards to 4 areas of (i) occupational safety and health; (ii) wages and employment; (iii) social problems, and (iv) children’s issues. The total number of labour inspectors is only 500 in 2015. Only one third of the labour inspectors are trained to conduct safety inspections. Due to the shortage of labour inspectors, the Labour Inspectorate has taken a number of initiatives such as:
- Develop provincial networks of safety officers at enterprise levels to collaborate with the labour inspectorates;
- Organise industry-focused inspection campaigns. For instance: Campaign of inspection in garment industry in 2016, electronic industry in 2017 and mining in 2018;
- Encourage enterprises to join self-monitoring surveys administered by the labour inspectorate.

Website: http://thanhtralaodong.gov.vn/

Ministry of Agricultural and Rural Development (MARD): apart from making policies and legislation on agricultural and rural development, the Ministry is also responsible for planning of farm land, crop development, prevention of land erosion as well as administration of fertilizers, pesticides and seedlings.
Website: https://www.mard.gov.vn/Pages/default.aspx

Institute of Agricultural Sciences for Southern Vietnam (IAS): The research institute is the research arm of MARD in the South of Vietnam. The IAS is responsible for researching new agricultural technologies and seedlings. The IAS has a division of industrial crops including cashew.
Website: http://iasi.vn/en/

International Organisations and Civil Society Organisations (CSOs)

International Labour Organisation (ILO) Office in Hanoi: Officially launched in 2002, the ILO Office in Hanoi is the coordinating agency for all the ILO projects and programmes in Vietnam. It mainly focuses on providing technical assistance across a range of key labour market development issues, creating more and better jobs through enterprise development, ensuring basic social services for all, and promoting industrial relations and social dialogue. Additionally, the ILO Office in Hanoi works closely with the tripartite constituents including the Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs (Government), the Vietnam General Confederation of Labour (trade union), and the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Vietnam Collaborative Alliances (employers) to provide technical assistance to law-making projects related to labour and social issues.
Website: http://www.ilo.org/hanoi/lang--en/index.htm

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) Vietnam: the German political foundation established its office in Vietnam in 1990. Ever since, FES Vietnam has been active in supporting the VGCL and its branches through training and technical assistance projects.
Website: https://www.fes-vietnam.org/

FES/CDI Project on UNGP on Business and Human Rights (2018-2020): The project is funded by the European Union and is part of the EU programme entitled “European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights” (EIDHR). The project is jointly conducted by FES Vietnam and the Center for Development and Integration, a local NGO and ensures access to remedies for victims of corporate abuses.
- Advocate for the continuation of the labour law revision and ensure access to remedies for victims of corporate abuses.
- Raise awareness and build capacity on EU-Vietnam Fair and sustainable development mechanisms among the public and civil society and support their engagement in the implementation and monitoring process.
- Considering the absence of the United Nation Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) in public and political discourses in Vietnam the project also aims to promote the UNGPs as a tool to ensure compliance with labour and human rights standards in export-oriented industries.

Oxfam Vietnam: Oxfam is an international NGO specialising in rural development and poverty reduction. Since the 2000s, Oxfam has also worked with the VGCL, the only national trade union centre in Vietnam, and Provincial and City Federations of Labour (FOs), to provide training for union officials. Since 2011, Oxfam Great Britain has joined in this effort by cooperating with European corporations to improve labour standards, especially for rural migrant workers, in their factories and suppliers in Vietnam.
Website: https://www.oxfam.org/en/countries/vietnam

Centre for Development Integration (CDI): CDI was established in April 2003 as a non-profit and non-government organization with the objective of promoting sustainable socio-economic development and good governance. The CDI provides consultancy and research services in the areas of gender equality and women’s rights, migration, labour and corporate social responsibility.
Website: http://cdi.vietnam.org/cdi/

Research Center for Employment Relations (ERC): ERC is an independent research and training organisation. ERC was established in 2007, focusing on studying labour practices in manufacturing industries and providing labour relations training for export-oriented manufacturing companies.
Website: http://www.quanhelaodong.com
Labour practices and sustainability in the Vietnamese cashew supply chain

IV-1 Labour Practices and Sustainability in Cashew Farms in Binh Phuoc
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The research team carried out interviews at ten farms located in four districts in Binh Phuoc including Dong Xoai, Bu Gia Map, Phu Rieng and Bu Dang (see Table 6). The time of the empirical research was May 2018 when the harvest season was already over. Therefore, we were only able to talk to the farm owners and were unable to reach the workers hired for harvesting on these farms. The farms we visited were of small and medium sizes, ranging from 0.5 to 4.0 hectares.

There are two types of cashew farms: the farms that are cultivated by the owners themselves and those that are contracted out to other people (also farmers) for a certain period of time. For the first type of farming, the owners earn from all that their farms produce. In the second type of farm, the owners will be paid a fixed amount of money (for instance: USD 1 500 for one hectare per year) for the contract period (normally 3-5 years), and the contractors will take the rest of the yield from the contracted farms. Compared to the farm owners, the contractors tend to invest more into fertilizers and pesticides for the farms to make sure they get the highest yield possible. The productivity of the surveyed farms varied, ranging from 1.3 to 2.5 tonnes/ha. According to the farmers, cashew productivity depends on the age and quality of the cashew trees and the appropriate use of fertilizers. The older cashew farms (over 20 years old) have high risks of stem borers and low productivity.
In the 1980s and 1990s when the cashew trees in Binh Phuoc were not considered an industrial crop and cashew was not exported, the provincial authority granted farming land to encourage migrants from other areas to settle down in Binh Phuoc. These migrants included families from cities who were encouraged by the Government to migrate to develop the remote regions. The second group was the trainees of drug detention centres in Binh Phuoc, who were given pieces of farming land to start a new life in Binh Phuoc after treatment. The local Stieng people, an ethnic minority, used to own large areas of cashew trees but they regarded cashew as shade trees and invested little effort into farming.

In recent years, the area of cashew farming in Binh Phuoc has gradually been replaced by rubber, pepper and other industrial crops. According to the farmers, the decreasing prices and productivity of cashew in the past two years and the higher prices of rubber and pepper have urged them to replace cashew by other more lucrative crops.

Labour in Cashew Farms
Cashew farming is not as labour-intensive as other industrial crops such as rubber or coffee. However, that is not to say that most parts of cashew farming such as placing fertilizers, spraying pesticides, harvesting, and watering cannot be mechanized. Although the level of automation in small-sized farms remains limited, the vast majority of farmers rely on household labour for cashew farming and only recruit temporary labour for harvesting.

A cashew farm of up to 5 hectares requires 1-2 people for cultivation. Other members of the family are summoned to help out during the harvest season (from February to April). According to the local people, children over the age of 10 occasionally participate in harvesting together with adults in the family. If a worker is hired to support harvesting, she or he is paid based on the quantity of cashew nuts harvested. In the 2018 cashew season, the harvesting workers are paid VND 3 000 per kilo of cashew nuts, which means that each person can earn VND 300 000 to 400 000/day (USD13-17), which is twice the daily minimum wage. The harvesting workers normally work for a few days or a few weeks at most on the basis of oral contracts with the farm owners.

Use of Fertilizers and Pesticides
According to the Deputy Director of Binh Phuoc Agricultural Promotion Department, the local farmers are not using sufficient fertilizers to optimize the productivity of cashew trees. He estimated that only 45 % of cashew farms in Binh Phuoc were using fertilizers, and the level of fertilizers still remains lower than what is needed. In order to achieve high productivity, the farmers have to invest into the best NPK fertilizer which costs VND 8-15 million per hectare per year. However, according to the local agricultural promotion authority, this level of investment remains lower than necessary to achieve the optimum productivity which can reach 5 tonnes/ha.

The interviewed farmers mainly rely on their own experience and the recommendations of the owners of agricultural supply stores to decide upon which fertilizers and pesticides to use. The agricultural promotion organisation organises annual information briefings for the farmers, but according to the farmers, these techniques do not result in high productivity. The farmers we talked to did not have high confidence in the agricultural promotion agency. A farmer said: “The agricultural promotion department annually organises showcases of farming techniques for the cashew farmers but I don’t attend anymore because there is nothing new. Their techniques do not work at all. I once applied them and the productivity dropped to 0.7 tonnes/ha only.” The reputation of the agricultural promotion authority has further been tainted by a recent incident in which the wrong pesticides provided by this agency to the farmers in Bu Dang district led to serious harms to the cashew farms.

The agricultural supply stores have grown to be the most popular source of supplies and advice for the farmers. The store keepers are required to undergo a training by the local agricultural department so as to receive a license to sell agricultural supplies. According to the owner of an agricultural supply shop in Phu Rieng district, Binh Phuoc, she sold pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers produced by domestic companies and advised the farmers based on her experience.

Environmental Impacts
Our interviews with the local people showed that one of their major concerns is the impact of pesticides and herbicides on the water sources in the province. Although only 45 % of the cashew farms in Binh Phuoc have used pesticides and herbicides which remain at the safe level, according to the Provincial Agricultural Promotion Department and the Farmers’ Union, the lack of appropriate discharge of pesticide bottles, causing spills into lakes or water ways, by some farmers has raised concerns among the local people. When we visited a few local houses, the local people showed us wells which were turbid and smelled. As a result, many local families have to purchase clean water in bottles instead of using water from wells.

Trainings for farmers on how to use pesticides appropriately and safely are rare. Only the farmers who join organic and Fairtrade cashew cooperatives are provided with such trainings so as to comply with the international standards.

Table 6: Attributes of the surveyed cashew farms in Binh Phuoc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farms</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type of Farm</th>
<th>Size (ha)</th>
<th>Productivity (tonnes/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farm 1</td>
<td>Dong Xoai, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm (4 families)</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 2</td>
<td>Dong Xoai, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>2,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 3</td>
<td>Bu Gia Map, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm (contracted)</td>
<td>2,7</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 4</td>
<td>Bu Gia Map, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>2,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 5</td>
<td>Bu Gia Map, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>1,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 6</td>
<td>Bu Gia Map, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm (Stieng minority)</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 7</td>
<td>Bu Dang, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm (contracted)</td>
<td>3,0</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 8</td>
<td>Bu Dang, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 9</td>
<td>Phu Rieng, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm</td>
<td>3,0</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm 10</td>
<td>Phu Rieng, Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>Household farm</td>
<td>3,0</td>
<td>1,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV-2 Labour Practices in Cashew Processors

The research team studied 5 processors: 3 processors have been exporting to Europe (both via intermediaries and directly to retailers) and the other two processors are sub-contractors to the exporting firms. The three exporting companies are of different labour force sizes: P2 is a large firm with 18 processing sites and over 4,000 workers, P3 is medium-sized with over 200 workers and P1 is a small enterprise of 70 workers. S1 and S2 are micro businesses that operate as household companies and are managed by the owner couples. There is no foreign-owned company included in this survey.

There is a notable difference between the labour practices of the exporting firms (P1, P2 and P3 in this survey) and the sub-contractors (S2 and S1). The exporting firms that are constantly placed under the scrutiny of the international buyers via social audits tend to comply better with the labour standards, especially in terms of labour contracts, minimum wage, social insurance, OSH, working hours, and union rights. Meanwhile, the small processors have little knowledge of the national labour standards and they are not aware of the legal requirements.

Table 7: Attributes of the Surveyed Processing Factories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processors</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of business</td>
<td>Vietnamese joint-stock enterprise</td>
<td>Vietnamese joint-stock enterprise</td>
<td>Joint-stock enterprise</td>
<td>Former SOE (exporting)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of processing sites</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01 (one more in construction)</td>
<td>18 (10 more in construction)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female workers [%]</td>
<td>60 %</td>
<td>64 %</td>
<td>35 %</td>
<td>575 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regular Employment

Finding 1: Workers employed by sub-contractors are hired on temporary contracts or have no contracts

The work in the cashew processing factories has the nature of being seasonal and low-skilled. Yet, while the bigger companies secure a large amount of crude cashew that is sufficient for year-long production, the small processors with limited financial and storage capacity tend to produce intensely for 6-8 months and suspend production for the rest of the year. The difference between the two types of processors is demonstrated in the proportion of workers that signed labour contracts with the companies. According to P1, P2 and P3, after a probation period of 3 months, their workers will sign a one-year contract with the company. Our interviews with the workers also prove that 100% of the workers in these three companies have employment contracts of either one year or indefinite term while over 50% of the workers in the small processors have no contracts at all. S2, for instance, signed employment contracts with only 10% of their employees and many workers in S1 had no idea what an employment contract is. The manager of a small processor explained: “We sign contracts with the team leaders only. Other workers work on seasonal basis. For instance: some of them work for us for a few weeks then suddenly quit to return to work in their family’s farms for one or two months. After the harvest season, they came back to work for us again. Because of all these (labour) fluctuations, it is difficult to sign employment contracts with them”.

Finding 2: Workers employed by sub-contractors are not covered by the compulsory social and health insurance schemes

In accordance with the 2014 Social Insurance Law, an employer has the responsibility to contribute compulsory social and health insurance for a worker that has an employment contract of at least 3 months (and compulsory social insurance contribution for workers on 1-3 month contracts). In our survey, while all of the interviewed workers from the exporting firms were covered by compulsory social and health insurance, none of the workers from the small processors (S2 and S1) were.

Finding 3: All processors face labour shortages and high labour turnover rate

All of the companies in this survey, including the biggest firms and the household businesses, have been facing labour shortages. Therefore, while all of the interviewed workers said that it is easy for them to quit the jobs if they want to, the managers complained that the workers often quit without notice or with very short notice. As a result, all of the surveyed companies have high labour turnover, especially among the rank-and-file work force, which ranges from 30-50% per year.

Working Hours

Finding 1: Piece-rate workers have a higher tendency to work overtime than workers paid on monthly basis

In the cashew processing firms, the workers paid on piece rate tend to favour overtime work more than those paid on hourly basis. The workers who have secured a monthly income from their regular salary are less likely to work longer hours although most of them are willing to work overtime if required. The workers who are on temporary contracts (or no contracts) and are paid at piece rate try to work as long as they can because they do not have a secured income. The piece-rate workers at some of the surveyed processors tried to cut their one hour lunch break short, in order to work and earn more. One processor had to reduce the light during lunch breaks to prevent workers from resuming work too early.

Finding 2: Exporting firms comply better with the working hour regulations and their workers have higher awareness of the legal provisions

The exporting firms, under the CSR requirements of the buyers, are well aware of the need to comply with the overtime limits. Also, with the high level of automation in the larger cashew processing factories, working overtime has become less necessary than before. During high seasons, which is usually from April to July, the exporting firms will arrange for workers to work 2 shifts (6am-2pm and 2pm -10pm) instead of the usual working time from 7am-5pm (2 hours of lunch break). According to the workers in the exporting firms, they work around 10 hours/day during high seasons, but not on a regular basis, and they have Sundays off. As much as 70% of the workers in the exporting firms who responded to the survey claimed that they know about the legal provisions on overtime hours.

In the smaller processors, the situation is very different. First, the awareness of the legal standards on working hours is low.

Wages

Finding 1: Higher net pay in sub-contractors than in exporting firms due to the lack of social insurance contribution and long working hours

The processors divide their labour force into two groups: core workers and supporting workers. The core workers are technicians and machine operators who are key to the operation of the factories. The supporting workers are mostly those employed in checking, grading, cleaning and packaging. The core workers are paid on a monthly basis while the supporting workers are paid piece rate.

For workers paid on an hourly basis, the compensation scheme includes the basic salary (which is used as the basis for contribution to the compulsory social and health insurance schemes) and a number of allowances such as attendance allowance, transport allowance, accommodation allowance, allowance for children under 6 years old, among others. Overtime pay fluctuates depending on the production seasons. As seen in Table 8 below, the net basic salary of machine operators and technicians in the three exporting
companies ranges from VND 4.9 to 6 million/month (USD 213-260/month) compared to the rates of VND 7 to 9 million in the sub-contractors.

Due to the labour shortage, the cashew processors have to compete for workers. The small processors tend to evade social and health insurance and prolong working hours while paying workers more. The exporting firms have to strictly comply with the law and as such, they are not paying as much as the small processors. Such competition may result in two trends: on the one hand, the exporting firms try to increase automation so as to reduce the number of piece-rate workers; on the other hand, the exporting firms tend to outsource the checking-grading work to homeworkers or smaller processors.

Finding 2: Piece-rate workers’ earnings may drop below the minimum wage in certain months
We asked the piece-rate workers their highest and lowest monthly income in the first half of 2018 and the differences were considerable: the biggest differences are found among the workers of the small processors (S1 and S2) while those in the exporting firms observed smaller fluctuations. It should be noted, however, that the compensation of the piece-rate workers in the lowest-paid months fell below the regional minimum wages. In particular, the minimum wage (MW) applicable for S1 and S2 in 2018 is VND 3,090,000/month, MW for P1 is VND 3,530,000/month and the MW for P1 and P2 is VND 3,980,000/month. This means that a group of piece-rate workers in S2, P3 and P1 were paid less than the applicable MWs in certain months.

Finding 2: No serious case of violence was found but remediation procedures for victims are not clearly defined
There were no cases of corporal punishment or harassment found among the interviewed workers in the surveyed companies. When asked if they dare to voice up if they are harassed by the supervisors, 35% of the workers replied positively while 50% kept silent and the rest saw no potential risk of harassment in their working environment. There are no formal procedure for victims of sexual harassment to report. For the workers claiming that they would speak up in cases of harassment, they all chose to report to the top management of the companies. It should be noted that none of them said that they would refer to the enterprise union leaders or the local authority in these cases.

Shouting and insults occasionally took place (there were two complaints in S1, one in P1 and one in S1) especially by the supervisors/team leaders when the workers failed to accomplish the production target or made mistakes. In these cases, the workers often kept silent because ‘it does not happen too often and we understand that the supervisor was under pressure of an urgent order,’ a female worker explained.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

Finding 1: Mechanisation has reduced the risk of occupational accidents. However, the subcontractors have rarely conducted safety trainings
A cashew has two layers of hard shell between which are caustic substances – cardol and anacardic acid – which can cause vicious burns. As a result, the shelling section used to be highly risky for manual workers. However, with the high rate of automation among the cashew processors in Vietnam, cashew shelling is now carried out by machines with cover, which is safe for the workers. We did not receive any report about burns among the five processors.

All workers in the exporting firms have been trained on OSH while most workers in the small processors have never taken these trainings. Two workers in S2 said they were trained briefly on safety issues by the owner himself.

Finding 1: Enterprise unions which are led by managers focus more on welfare management than representing workers' voice
The three exporting firms are unionised while the two subcontractors are not. The union leaders of two exporting companies are eligible to join the enterprise unions. When asked about the reasons for them to join the enterprise unions, 43% of the interviewed workers in the three exporting firms claimed that they thought the unions would bring benefits such as welfare benefits and grievance-handling. Interestingly, 27% of the interviewees said that they were required by the management to join the union whereas 30% did not specify their reasons (see Figure 5). In other words, more than half of the interviewed workers were not willing to join the unions.

Finding 2: No serious case of violence was found but remediation procedures for victims are not clearly defined
There were no cases of corporal punishment or harassment found among the interviewed workers in the surveyed companies. When asked if they dare to voice up if they are harassed by the supervisors, 35% of the workers replied positively while 50% kept silent and the rest saw no potential risk of harassment in their working environment. There are no formal procedure for victims of sexual harassment to report. For the workers claiming that they would speak up in cases of harassment, they all chose to report to the top management of the companies. It should be noted that none of them said that they would refer to the enterprise union leaders or the local authority in these cases.

Shouting and insults occasionally took place (there were two complaints in S1, one in P1 and one in S1) especially by the supervisors/team leaders when the workers failed to accomplish the production target or made mistakes. In these cases, the workers often kept silent because ‘it does not happen too often and we understand that the supervisor was under pressure of an urgent order,’ a female worker explained.

Freedom of Association and the Right to Collective Bargaining

Finding 1: Enterprise unions which are led by managers focus more on welfare management than representing workers’ voice
The three exporting firms are unionised while the two subcontractors are not. The union leaders of two exporting companies are department-level managers. These enterprise unions resemble the unions in the state-owned enterprises of Vietnam in which the union chairperson is considered a part of the management and takes responsibility for managing welfare benefits for the workers (Collins 2013, Clarke et al. 2005). The unions in state owned enterprises (SOEs) act largely as the ‘transmission belt’ of the management rather than the representative organisation of workers. According to a study by the VCLG, around 60% of enterprise unions in Vietnam are headed by managers (Trinh 2013).

The workers who have signed at least a short-term contract with the exporting firms are eligible to join the enterprise unions. When asked about the reasons for them to join the enterprise unions, 43% of the interviewed workers in the three exporting firms claimed that they thought the unions would bring benefits such as welfare benefits and grievance-handling. Interestingly, 27% of the interviewees said that they were required by the management to join the union whereas 30% did not specify their reasons (see Figure 5). In other words, more than half of the interviewed workers were not willing to join the unions.

According to the management of P1, if a piece-rate worker cannot achieve the MW level, they would talk to the worker, suggesting that he/she considers moving to another company. If the worker insists on working with P1, he/she either needs to try harder to achieve the MW level or accept the pay.

The basic wages paid by the exporting firms in this survey middle range for manufacturing industries in HCMC, Binh Duong and Dong Nai, yet, without overtime pay, this compensation level lags behind the payment in garment, footwear and electronics (GSO 2017). This is one of the reasons why the exporting firms have found it difficult to recruit and retain workers. P2, for instance, has been recruiting for half a year but still does not have enough workers for its new factory in HCMC (Interview with P2, May 2018).

Table 8: Wage Structure of Workers in Cashew Processors, 2018

| Wage Structure of Machine Operators and Technicians, May 2018 (Unit: VND) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | S1              | S2              | P3              | P2              | P1              |
| Basic salary     | 7,000,000       | 9,000,000       | 6,000,000       | 6,900,000       | 5,000,000       |
| Overtime         | 500,000         | 1,000,000       | 0               | 800,000         | 2,000,000       |
| Allowances       | 0               | 0               | 100,000         | 1,350,000       | 600,000         |
| Lunch            | No              | Yes             | No              | Yes             | Yes             |
| Total            | 7,500,000       | 10,000,000      | 6,000,000       | 7,050,000       | 7,400,000       |

Table 8: Wage Structure of Piece-rate Workers (Piece-rate), 2018 (Unit: VND)

| Wage Structure of Piece-rate Workers (Piece-rate), 2018 (Unit: VND) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | S1              | S2              | P3              | P2              | P1              |
| Lowest monthly income (net) | 4,500,000 | 2,500,000       | 3,400,000       | 4,500,000       | 3,000,000       |
| Average monthly income (net) | 8,000,000 | 7,300,000       | 6,500,000       | 6,610,000       | 6,350,000       |
| Highest monthly income (net) | 9,000,000 | 12,000,000      | 6,600,000       | 8,000,000       | 11,800,000      |

Figure 5: Why did you join the enterprise union?

Source: In-depth interviews with workers, May 2018

Interviews with the management and union leaders of the three companies shed light on their approach to labour-management relations. The top management of three companies share similar backgrounds: they were managers in state-owned companies or governmental agencies before starting the current businesses. Therefore, they brought with them the paternalistic approach to labour relations, which is typical of the SOEs in the command economy: the union is a component of the management in charge of caring for workers’ welfare benefits. The idea of unions that are adversarial to management and represent workers in bargaining and strike organisation is alien to these managers and business owners. Consequently, the fact that an HR manager acts as the union leader presents no conflict of interest as the union leader is supposed to be a managerial position.
This paternalistic approach is reflected in all union activities in the three companies. When asked what the enterprise unions do for them, the workers claimed that the unions mostly organise annual holiday trips (34%) and team-building activities (23%). Surprisingly, 33% of the workers were not aware of any union activity which reflects the low visibility of the unions in these companies (see Figure 6).

Finding 2: When unions are led by managers, workers tend to rely more on their team leaders for handling grievances than the enterprise unionists

When asked through which channel they prefer to handle grievances, the majority of workers answered their team leaders (53%). The enterprise union officials were the least popular channel (10%) (see Figure 8). A worker explained: 'The team leaders are close to us so it is convenient to tell them our questions. If they cannot respond, they will ask the upper-level managers for us. The union officials are also managers. If they come to visit our workshops, we can also ask them questions.'

According to the union leaders, the workers occasionally demanded an increased piece rate or improved shift meals. The union leaders would act as an intermediary: talking to the workers and then discussing solutions with the management. According to the union leaders, they were able to satisfy workers’ demands most of the time; if not, they would explain the workers why the company was not able to.

The small processors are managed as family businesses with the owner couple managing all issues, ranging from production, workers’ welfare to grievance management. According to the workers interviewed, talking to the owners is the only way to raise their questions and grievances.

Finding 3: When management intervention in the union is minimized, the union emerges as an effective channel for grievance-handling

One exporting firm in this study has diverged from the common trend of management unions. According to the deputy director, the company minimized intervention into union activities and let workers elect their own representatives. The enterprise union is led by the safety officer and two team leaders. Although the union has limited voice in negotiating higher wages and working conditions with the employers, it proves to be much more effective than the unions in the other processors in terms of handling workers’ grievances. According to our survey, nine out of ten workers interviewed would choose to handle their grievances through the union and six of them found the union effective.

Children and Young Workers

The exporting firms are fully aware that using child labour is a ‘zero-tolerance’ issue for the buyers; therefore, they always check if the workers recruited are above 18 years old. In the small processors, the situation is more difficult. In one of the sub-contractors, the workers’ families were living close to the processing sites. The researchers saw a few children of 10-12 years old checking cashew kernels along with their parents after they returned from school. We asked the owners and were explained that the children did not work regularly as they had to go to school but they would come down to help their parents in their free time to earn some petty money. The owners reassured us that they would only let the children work for one or two hours as they need to do homework.

Our interviews with the local people in Binh Phuoc revealed that it is not uncommon to have children working along...
with their parents, often in checking and peeling sections, in household processing sites, usually owned by their parents or cousins, during their free time. The local people did not regard this phenomenon as problematic but as children doing extra work to help their parents out. However, this situation also shows the lack of awareness of the owners of small processors about the legal provisions and international standards. It will be useful for the IEH project to reach out to the small processors which may not directly export to the international buyers but sub-contract to other exporting firms so as to raise their awareness about the need to abide by the core labour standards, including the elimination of child labour.

Freedom to Choose and Leave Employment

Finding 1: Higher awareness and mechanisation help abolishing the use of forced labour in cashew processing

As discussed in Chapter 3, the international media’s condemnation of Vietnam for using forced labour for cashew processing in the drug detention centres a decade ago did have substantial impact on the cashew processors and the local government. The Government issued Decree 136 in 2016 to provide for strict conditions of ‘therapy labour’ in drug detention centres. The Vietnamese cashew exporters, at the warning of the international buyers, have become more cautious so as not to source from drug detention centres.

In our interview with Binh Phuoc agricultural authority, they confirmed that the processing sites inside the 3 drug detention centres in the province had been removed although these centres still cultivate a large area of cashew and rubber trees. There are three reasons for these changes: first, the international pressure on abolition of forced labour in the cashew supply chain has resulted in less demand for processed cashew from the drug detention centres; second, with the growing level of automation in cashew processing, using labour in the drug detention centres for cashew processing is no longer a good alternative due to their much lower productivity and quality; third, as the economic benefits of cashew have degraded due to older trees and fluctuating prices, the drug detention centres have replaced large areas of cashew trees with rubber and other industrial crops (see Pictures 2 and 3). 

Root Causes

The research found a notable disparity in terms of awareness and compliance between the exporting processors and the sub-contractors in almost all standards. Such differences can be attributed to the following factors:

- The exporting processors are constantly subject to the scrutiny of both local labour inspectors and social auditors. Their ability to export products to the developed markets depends substantially on their compliance with local and international labour standards. Such pressure has improved their awareness and labour practices over the years. On the contrary, the sub-contractors which are mainly household businesses are not exposed to labour inspection or social audits. The sub-contractors’ awareness of the law and the pressure to comply with the labour standards remains limited.
- The sub-contractors are fragmented and lack association. As a result, they tend to compete with one another on prices and become highly vulnerable to market fluctuations. Recently, the Chairman of VINACAS reported that over 70 % of cashew processors had to close down during the first half of 2018 due to the decrease of the cashew kernel export price and cost competition among the domestic processors.
- The complexity of the cashew supply chain poses a challenge for the retailers to ensure monitoring of sustainability issues in the sub-contractors. The retailers often rely on the agents to monitor the compliance of their suppliers and in turn, the agents rely on their immediate suppliers to monitor the sustainability issues in their sub-contractors. The transparency between these layers is not necessarily guaranteed. As a comparative example, in the supply chains of garment and footwear, the first-tier suppliers are required to publicise the sub-contractors they work with and these sub-contractors are only accepted by the buyers if they satisfy the buyers’ social audit requirements.

The solutions to these issues need to be developed gradually with careful consideration of the local context. The next chapter, therefore, will look at some of the good practices that already exist to make suggestions for remedies to the risks discussed in this chapter.
Training the cashew farmers on good agricultural practices to improve productivity and meet the international quality standards is key to reduce the risks mentioned earlier. Towards this goal, Binh Phuoc set up an alliance of cashew cooperatives with 670 farmer households. The cooperative alliance has obtained the FLO (International Fair Trade standards) certificate. The member farms received intensive trainings on good agricultural practices, chemical safety, and labour standards. The cooperatives also signed direct procurement contracts with exporting processors securing better prices for the farmers.

The success of the cashew cooperatives has encouraged Binh Phuoc to extend the model. However, this process has come with a number of challenges that need concerted efforts to be overcome:

• Small farmer households’ reluctance to join the cooperatives: when joining the cooperatives, the farmers have to commit to complying with international farming, quality, environmental and labour standards. It often takes a few years for the cooperative members to be able to satisfy requirements for certification. The smaller farmers, therefore, may not have sufficient resources to commit to this process.
• Access to low-cost credits for the small farmer households is limited: to meet the international standards, the small farmers need low-cost and long-term loans to improve their farming conditions. However, small farmers’ access to credits from the banks has been limited due to the mortgage requirement and the cumbersome administrative procedures.

While there has not been a comprehensive solution to the issue of access to low-cost credits from the bank, a good practice in overcoming these difficulties was found among the surveyed exporting processors. This company established the direct supply linkage with an organic cashew cooperative in Binh Phuoc. To ensure that the cooperative members meet the international organic farming standards, the company sent their technicians to train and coach the farmers throughout the year until the cashew nuts were harvested. All cashew nuts from the organic cashew cooperative are purchased by the processor at a fixed price. The processor also provided low-cost loans to the poor farmers in the
cooperatives, which they could pay back after harvesting.

However, the farmer-processor linkage model has imminent risks for the processors if they cannot guarantee stable contract arrangements with the buyers. Without a long-term commitment from the buyers in terms of procurement and prices, the market fluctuations may lead to huge losses for the processors in these cases. Therefore, to encourage and scale up the farmer-processor linkage model, it requires the buyers’ long-term commitment and support.

In short, the lessons learnt from these good practice include:

- Organise small farmer households in cooperatives where they are trained in good agricultural practices and improve their quality, environmental and labour practices
- Help establish direct supply chain linkage between the cashew cooperatives-processors-buyers through long-term contractual arrangement and support in terms of credits and trainings for the farmers
- Collaborate with the local governments and organisations such as the Farmers’ Unions and VINACAS to scale up these models while gradually addressing the institutional barriers (such as access to low-cost credits from banks)

V-2 Good Practices in Ensuring Traceability of Cashew Nut Flows

Establishing the supply chain linkage between cooperatives and processors is the optimum measure to ensure traceability. However, this practice has been limited to organic and Fairtrade farms and members of cooperatives only.

To ensure traceability of non-organic cashew nuts, one of the processors sent their procurement team to each of the farms with standard samples. If the cashew nuts of the farms met the sample standards, the company would set the prices and buy directly from the farm owners. This is a good practice to minimize the role of middlemen and trace the origin of cashew nuts to farms.

Traceability is most difficult in the case of imported cashew nuts from African countries. One processor in this study has been active in improving the traceability of imported cashew nuts. The company has seconded their representatives to the Ivory Coast to work closely with the exporters of crude cashew to both check on the quality and verify the traceability information of the products before shipment. This may not be a feasible option for smaller processors due to the high costs involved. Still, if a group of processors associate with one another to share the costs, this practice can effectively improve both the quality and traceability of imported cashew nuts from Africa.

V-3 Good Practices in Improving Labour Practices in the Supply Chain

As discussed in Chapter 4, the biggest risks of labour abuses lie with the small processors that sub-contract to the exporting companies. The exporting firms in this study were aware of these risks and have tried different ways to mitigate the problems. Depending on the strategy and capacity of each firm, the exporting firms have adopted one of the following solutions:

- Coaching and monitoring the core sub-contractors: one of the processors in this study has established a long-term relationship with its core sub-contractors and provides continuous coaching in both quality control and safety issues. The deputy director of the processor travels regularly to the sub-contractor to monitor the production and provides on-the-spot coaching to the management.
- Creating a closed production cycle: another processor eliminates the risks by carrying out all the production in their own factories, from crude cashew to final products. With a large number of processing sites, the company has the capacity to produce a large volume of products without the need for sub-contracting. All processing sites are closely managed by the company in accordance with local and international standards.

Experience from sustainability monitoring in other supply chains in Vietnam proves that to mitigate the risks in the lower tiers of suppliers, transparency plays a key role. In particular, the retailers and the agents should make clear in their policy that:

- The suppliers must inform the buyers in advance before sub-contracting to other processors;
- The sub-contractor should be aware of and commit to the sustainability standards of the buyers;
- The sub-contractor should be audited to make sure that they meet the minimum sustainability requirements.

V-4 Good Practices in Social Dialogue and Remedies for Workers

As proven by one processor in this study, limited management intervention in the enterprise union has significantly improved the confidence of workers in the union as an effective grievance mechanism. However, in companies where the unions are still led by managers, direct labour-management dialogues should be promoted to provide an alternative remedy for workers to voice their concerns.

The 2012 Labour Code (Chapter 5, Section 1) provides the legal framework for labour-management dialogue in the workplace. In accordance with the Labour Code and Decree 60/2013/ND-CP, the employer and worker representatives must organise direct dialogue every three months to share information, develop mutual understanding and address workers’ queries and demands. Compared to other forms of internal communication such as suggestion boxes, talking to line managers and union officials, direct labour-management dialogues have been found to be a more effective tool to prevent labour conflicts and improve workers’ productivity and commitment among the garment firms in the Better Work Vietnam project and wood processors in the SCORE project. There are different ways to organise direct labour-management dialogues, such as:

- Dialogues between top management and enterprise union officials: this type of dialogue is in line with the Labour Code and Decree 60/2013/ND-CP
- Dialogues between the top management and all workers (in case of a small company): this type of dialogue enables workers to communicate directly with their top managers to address their grievances
- Dialogues between the managers and a group of workers on certain themes (such as safety, social insurance, working hours, among others): this type of dialogue can be conducted at higher frequency (monthly, for instance) to address the most burning issues at that time
- PICC (Performance Improvement Consultative Committee) dialogue model developed by Better Work Vietnam in an effort to improve participation of rank-and-file workers, the PICC model allows for rank-and-file workers to elect their representatives to join with the enterprise union officials in dialogues with the top management on working conditions.
The study has mapped out the cashew supply chain of Vietnam and identified the potential human rights, labour rights and environmental risks both in the farming area in Binh Phuoc and among the five cashew processors. In particular, the risks include:

- Small farmer households face the risk of impoverishment due to lacking knowledge of good agricultural practices, limited access to low-cost credits, high market fluctuations, ineffective governmental support and the intervention of middlemen.
- The environment in the farming region is subject to adverse impacts due to the mishandling of chemicals by untrained farmer households.
- There are occasional cases of children helping parents with cashew harvesting.
- Limited information about the traceability of cashew nuts imported from Africa.
- The workers in sub-contracting processors face the risks of seasonal work, lack of employment contracts, no coverage of social and health insurance, long working hours, lack of safety trainings, and no union representation.
- The workers in the exporting processors enjoy better labour practices than those in the sub-contractors; yet, they still face the risks of unstable income, in particular for piece-rate workers, ineffective union representation, limited channels for dialogue and grievances.

The study has also identified several good practices among the surveyed processors as well as other industries in Vietnam in addressing the root causes of the aforementioned risks. Upon consideration of the risks and good practices available, the IEH Due Diligence Project may consider the following activities to improve the human rights, labour rights and environmental practices in the cashew supply chain in Vietnam.

1. Collaborate with VINACAS and the provincial governments of major cashew farming regions in providing training tools for farmers on good agricultural practices, safe handling of chemicals, and compliance with quality and labour standards. ComCashew, a project that supports the cashew farmers and processors in Africa, has developed a wide range of training tools for farmers which can be used as reference for Vietnam. These trainings can be conducted by trainers in the cooperatives, agricultural promotion agencies, and farmers’ unions.
2. Encourage the processors exporting to Norway to develop direct supply chain linkage with cashew farms and cooperatives through practical incentives such as negotiating with the eligible processors a long-term contract with stable prices.
3. Encourage the Norwegian retailers and their agents to increase the transparency in the use of sub-contractors by the processors. The processors should be required to have a thorough review of their sub-contractors to identify the risks. If possible, a training programme for the sub-contractors will be very effective in raising their awareness of the labour law and the need to improve their labour practices.
4. Collaborate with VINACAS to spread the good practices in terms of traceability and labour rights among its members and build the business cases for such good practices, if possible.
5. Collaborate with VINACAS and the ILO Vietnam to consider the possibility of adopting good social dialogue models from the Better Work and SCORE projects in cashew processors.
A due diligence study on labour practices and sustainability
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